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Introduction
• Chickens as a source of meat and egg have made significant contributions to
household food security throughout the developing world. However, effect of
climatic changes and other environmental factors on animal production is a
serious course for concern.

• Figure 1: Effect of climatic changes on animal production
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Introduction
Indigenous chickens have high genetic variance in their performance, hardiness, disease resistance to
withstand these environmental stressors (Apuno et al., 2011).
Local chicken meat is also more appreciated by consumers with reported mild flavour and taste compare
to the exotic chickens (Houessionnon, 2011).
The importance of local chickens notwithstanding, their production is still far below consumers demand
(Tougan et al., 2009).
The practice of crossbreeding indigenous chickens with the exotic strains in the quest to improve
performance has a diminishing effect on genetic abundance of local chickens (Kitalyi, 1998; Gueye and
Hooft, 2002).
Preliminary Identification and genetic characterization of disease resistance local chicken breeds will be
informative in the quest for molecular breeding and genetic improvement of Nigerian local chickens.
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Objectives
 To assess the response of Nigerian indigenous chicken to salmonella
vaccine.
To assess the response of Nigerian indigenous chicken to Newcastle
vaccine.
To estimate the antibody tire volume of three strains of Nigerian local
chicken.
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Methodology
• A total of 80 chickens were used for the study (30 Normal feather;
25 Frizzle feather; 25 Naked neck).
• Initial blood samples of the chicken were obtained from the wing
vein by suction and evaluated for Salmonella and Newcastle
antibody titre using widal and tube methods, respectively before
vaccination.
• The birds were divided into two groups of 40 chickens each, and
treated with Salmonella and Newcastle vaccines, respectively.
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• Blood samples were collected and analyzed at 3 and 5 days
post vaccination.
• The titre record of all the birds were analyzed statistically using
ANOVA and significant means were set at 5% significant level.
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Results and
Discussion
Table 1
Response of chicken genotypes at different duration of exposure to Salmonella vaccine
Genotypes
Duration

Frizzle feather

Normal feather

Naked neck

Pre vaccination

98.25a±5.45

77.5b±17.5

71.25c±11.25

3 days post vaccination

187.58a±15.22

138.85b±15.2

128.75c±22.79

5 days post vaccination

136.25 a±19.93

97.5b±8.54

95.0b±15.0

Antibody titre was measured in the genotypes 3 days post vaccination with
Salmonella vaccine as; 187.58 (frizzle feather), 138.85 (normal feather) and
128.75 (naked neck). These were significant (p<0.05) and higher than the
titre recorded at pre-vaccination and 5 days post vaccination.
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Results and
Discussion

Table 2
Response of chicken genotypes at different duration of exposure to Newcastle vaccine

Genotypes
Duration

Frizzle feather

Normal feather

Naked neck

Pre vaccination

2.00±0.78

2.01±0.80

1.00±0.05

3 days post vaccination 3.63±0.72

4.13±0.95

3.25±0.53

5 days post vaccination 1.88±0.74

2.88±0.77

3.00±0.66

The 3 days post vaccination with Newcastle vaccine titre for the genotypes were 4.13 (Normal
feather), 3.63 (frizzle feather) and 3.25 (naked neck). The were no statistical differences
(p>0.05) in the response of the different chicken genotypes to Newcastle vaccine.
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Figure 2: Response of chicken genotypes to Salmonella vaccine
The mean total antibody titre of the different chicken genotypes were significantly different
(p<0.05). The highest was recorded in frizzle feather, followed by normal feather, naked neck
and exotic.
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Figure 3: Response of chicken genotypes to Newcastle vaccine

Statistical differences were not recorded for the Newcastle
vaccine treated birds (p>0.05)
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Conclusions &

Recommendations
Following the present results, incorporating routine vaccination
into poultry management will be beneficiary to poultry farmers
as it will help boost poultry immunity to withstand common
diseases.
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